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CORI CAMPBELL
Happy to chat about any and all
aspects of student life and welfare,
either virtually or in person (socially
distanced of course)

JORDAN
GORENBERG
Born and raised in California,
Jordan recently completed his
MPhil in Medical Anthropology
before continuing onto the DPhil
in Anthropology. He enjoys
playing and listening to music,
reading, and cooking. Jordan is
always willing to have a chat,
especially over coffee.

SOFIJA PANEVA

Originally I'm from a tiny country in
the Balkans called Macedonia I've
lived in Oxford over 4 years and it is
my second home. This is my second
year at GTC and I decided to become a
Peer Supporter because I thought it
would be a great way to engage with
the college community and build
meaningful connections within it.
Please do get in touch if any of those
activities sound enjoyable to you or if
you simply feel like chatting about any
aspect(s) of your experience here.

KEN DENG
RAINBOW PEER

Chinese postgrad in Finance from
Chengdu, who lived around different
places (the US, Japan) before moving
to the UK for further study and work.
In my leisure, I enjoy rowing,
volunteering, watching good series,
and having deep conversations.

KAY SHIGEMORI

LION UHL

I have a passion for science
almost as strong as my passions
for Netflix shows and coffee.
From Japan and lived in
Singapore and Boston, USA - so I
understand struggles of adjusting
to a new environment! Happy to
chat over a walk or coffee

I'm an Austrian postgrad in
Molecular Medicine from
Vienna, who lived for a bit in
the States before moving to
Oxford for my DPhil. Outside
the lab I enjoys running,
climbing and reading good
books. I'm always happy to
have a chat.

MERIMA
SABANOVIC

JENNI VISURI

GAYATRI
TADIKAMALLA

I come from Bosnia and Herzegovina,
but I lived in Abu Dhabi and London
for my undergraduate studies and have
moved to Oxford for my MSc and DPhil
studies. I study neuroscience, focusing
on preclinical research of mental
health treatments. I am happy to chat
about anything on your mind and am
also a trained bereavement counsellor,
working for the Cruse centre in Oxford.

I'm a grad entry medicine
student who previously
studied Chemistry. In my
spare time I enjoy running,
lifting weights and baking
yummy treats!

ELLA DUNLOP
British 4th year medical student.
Did pre-clinical medicine at
Brasenose and recently took a
year out to travel and work in
research. Learning to grow veg in
my spare time on a small
allotment. Open for a chat and to
hear you out. Get in contact to
figure out a time that works.

PEER OF COLOUR

I'm a medic by day, and a medic by
night! In my spare time I enjoy
singing and trying out new recipes.
I'm happy to have a chat if there's
something on your mind.

PEER SUPPORTERS ARE HERE TO ANSWER ANY QUESTION, NO MATTER HOW SMALL
THEY ARE TRAINED BY THE COUNSELING SERVICE TO SUPPORT YOU
YOU CAN CONTACT THEM VIS EMAIL PERSONALLY OR BY EMAILING PEERSUPPORT@GTC.OX.AC.UK

If you cannot reach a peer-supporter and are in need of immediate help, please contact a Junior Dean or the Lodge. If it is an emergency, please contact emergency services.
Lodge: +44 (0)1865 274770 -- Junior Deans: +44 (0)7868 185963

